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ABSTRACT. 
 

     We compared the results of absorbed dose determined at reference conditions 
according to AAPM TG-51 and IAEA TRS-398 using plane parallel ionization 
chambers. The study showed agreement between the two protocols for Holt 
,Exradin P11, NACP, Attix RMI 449 and Roos  ionization chambers. For Markus 
ionization chambers the absorbed dose  calculated using AAPM TG-51 is higher 
than that calculated using IAEA TRS-398 by 1.8 % for 50R  = 2 cm and decrease 
with increased  50R  to reach 1.2 % for 50R = 20 cm. For Capintec PS-033 ionization 
chambers the absorbed dose  calculated using AAPM TG-51 is constantly higher 
than that calculated by IAEA TRS-398 by 1.5 %. A theoretical explanation was 
introduced for these results. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
      The measurement of absorbed dose at the reference point is the first step in the clinical dosimetry 
chain and it is a measurement which affects the treatment of all patients. Therefore great care should 
be taken to ensure that no errors are introduced during this stage (1) . 
Several national and international dosimetry protocols were introduced for the determination of 
absorbed dose at a reference point in phantom. These protocols can be classified into three 
generations. In the first generation protocols, calibration laboratories provided exposure calibration 
factors for ion chambers in 60Co beams. Global correction factors Cλ 

 for photon beams and Ce for 
electron beams were introduced. These correction factors only depended on the energy of the user's 
beam. The absorbed dose at under reference conditions in the user's beam is calculated from :  
                                 Dw,u = M Nx Cλ           for photon beams, 

Dw,u = M Nx Ce         for electron beams . 
Where M is the corrected dosimeter reading and Nx is the exposure calibration factor. In these 
protocols there were no special considerations for either the type of the chamber used or the actual 
quality of the user's beam(2) (user's beam quality was specified according to the nominal accelerating 
potential). Omission of some of these consideration led to errors in absorbed determination of up to 
5%(2) . 
 
      In the second generation protocols, e.g.,  AAPM TG-21 and IAEA TRS-277, the accuracy of dose 
calibration was considerably better, but it required complex calculations especially for the chamber 
dependent factors and their variation with beam quality. These complexities themselves meant an 
increased potential for errors in the clinic. The chamber dependent conversion factors used in these 
protocols don't account for differences between individual chambers of a particular type.These 
protocols used ionization chambers calibrated in terms of exposure, air Kerma or absorbed dose to air.  
The third generation of clinical dosimetry protocols still uses ionization chambers as the basis for 
measurements, but requires an absorbed dose to water  calibration factor. The main advantages of 
these protocols are simplicity and improved accuracy which may be less than three percent(2,3). The 
major third generation protocols which are widely used all over the world are AAPM TG-51 and  
IAEA TRS-398. The aim of this work is to compare between these two protocols in determining 
absorbed dose from electron beams as measured using plane parallel chambers calibrated in terms of 
absorbed dose to water in 60Co. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
      According to IAEA TRS-398, the absorbed dose  at the reference point depth in water irradiated 
by an electron beam of quality Q  and in the absence of the chamber is given by : 

IAEA
QwDQw KNMD ).(. ,, =             (1) 

where M is the corrected dosimeter reading , wDN , is the absorbed dose to water calibration factor, 

QK is a chamber specific factor which corrects for differences between the reference beam quality 

(60Co ) and the actual beam quality Q. The general formalism of QK  is (4) : 
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where QP is the overall perturbation factor for the user's beam quality Q, coP  is the overall 

perturbation factor for 60Co. The general expression for QP  is(4) : 

celwalldiscavQ PPPPP ...=  

where cavP  is the chamber cavity correction factor , disP   is the displacement correction  factor, 

celP   is a correction  factor  for the effect of central  electrode  and wallP  is the chamber wall 
correction factor.     

For plane parallel ionization chambers celP  and disP   are omitted(4) and  cavP  is unity(4) for 60Co  
. Substituting these values, equation (2) becomes: 
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where QairwS ,,  is the mean restricted mass stopping power ratio water to air for an electron beam of 

quality Q and coairwS ,,  is that for 60Co. 
The AAPM TG-51 general formalism(2) for the absorbed dose at the reference depth in water irradiated 
by an electron beam of quality Q is given by: 

          wDecalRgr
AAPM

Qw NkkPMD ,
'

, ....)( 50=               (4) 

where M is the corrected dosimeter reading, grP is the gradient correction factor ( is unity for pp 

chambers) , 50
'
Rk  is the electron beam quality conversion factor which is a beam quality dependent 

factor and ecalk  is the photon electron conversion factor. 

 The product 50
'
Rk . ecalk = AAPM

QK )( is the quality conversion factor and is a chamber specific, 
substituting in (4): 
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 The factor AAPM
QK )( is given from(5): 
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For PP chambers celP is Omitted(5) , grP is unity since electron equilibrium exists for electron 

beam(6) and coflP ,  is unity(5). Substituting in the previous equation : 
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      The reference conditions for the determination of beam quality according to IAEA TRS-398 and  
AAPM TG- 51 are the same . Also the reference conditions for the measurement of absorbed dose at 
the reference depth are the same. 
In this work, both IAEA

QwD )( ,  and AAPM
QwD )( ,  were calculated for pp chambers in different beam 

qualities directly using the values of AAPM
QK )( and IAEA

QK )( provided by  the two protocols as 
applied by the user. No cross calibration with high energy electron beam was applied. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
 

      For pp chambers the ratio  
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  is represented in table (1) for different beam 

qualities. The results show agreement between  AAPM TG-51 and the IAEA TRS-398 for Attix, 
Exradin, Holt and Ross ionization chambers. 
For NACP ionization chambers the ratio is constant and equal 1.006. 
For Markus ionization chambers the ratio is 1.0185 at 50R  = 2 cm and decrease with increased  50R  to 
reach 1.012 for 50R = 20 cm. 
For Capintec ionization chambers the ratio is 1.015. 

Table (1) :  Ratio 
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  as a function of beam quality ( 50R ) for various pp 

ionization chamber types. 
 

 Attix Capintec PTB/Roos Exradin Holt Markus NACP 
2 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0185 1.006 
3 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0184 1.006 
4 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0181 1.006 
5 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0176 1.006 
6 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0163 1.006 
7 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.016 1.006 
8 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.015 1.006 
10 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0144 1.006 
13 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.013 1.006 
16 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0128 1.006 
20 1.000 1.015 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0121 1.006 
 

      The ratio  
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  is given by dividing equations (1) and (5) . Since the 

reference conditions and correction factors for the dosimeter reading are exactly the same by the two 
protocols , this ratio becomes : 
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To explain these results we must investigate in detail the values used to calculate AAPM
QK )( and 

IAEA
QK )( .Substituting the values of QK given by eqn. (3) and (6)  
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IAEA
QairwS )( ,,  is given by (4,7)  : 

214.0
50,, )(1487.0253.1)( RS IAEA

Qairw −=  

which is the same expression for AAPM
QairwS )( ,,  given in ref. (5). 

IAEA
coairwS )( ,, is taken to be(4,8) 1.133 and  AAPM

coairwS )( ,, is taken to be(5) 1.134  
AAPM

QwallP )( ,  is taken to be unity(5). Substituting in equation (7):- 
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       For Holt and Exradin, IAEA
QP )( values  are taken as unity(4,9),  values of  IAEA

cowallP )( ,  and  
AAPM

cowallP )( , are equal(4,5,10) and values for  AAPM
QflP )( , are unity(11) . Substituting these values in 

equation (7) ,we can easily expect that the ratio 
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  is equal to unity for Holt 

and Exradin ionization chambers. 
For NACP ionization chambers,  values of  AAPM

QflP )( , are equal to(4,11,12) the values of IAEA
QP )( . The 

value of  IAEA
cowallP )( , = 1.024 and AAPM

cowallP )( , =1.018. Substituting in equation (8) : 
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( , = 1.006 

       For Roos ionization chambers IAEA
QP )( is unity(9) since ref. (13) has demonstrated that it behaves 

very similar to the NACP ionization chambers down to Ēz= 2 MeV, AAPM
QflP )( ,  is unity since it is 

well guarded(2,5),  IAEA
cowallP )( , = AAPM

cowallP )( ,   Substituting these values in (7) results in: 
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  =1. 

       For Attix ionization chambers, IAEA
QP )(  and AAPM

flP )(  are unity since they are well guarded, 
IAEA

cowallP )( , = AAPM
cowallP )( , . Substituting in (7) results in: 

AAPM
QwD )( , / IAEA

QwD )( ,  = 1. 

      For Markus ionization chambers, the values of  IAEA
QP )(  are taken from ref. (4), the values of 

AAPM
QflP )( , are taken from ref.(11). The values of IAEA

cowallP )( ,  are taken from ref. (9) and the values 

of AAPM
cowallP )( , are taken from ref. (5). Substituting these values for different beam qualities results in 

AAPM
QwD )( , / IAEA

QwD )( , =1.018 at 50R  = 2 cm and decrease with increased  50R  to reach 1.012 for 

50R = 20 cm . So we can decide that the difference between the two protocols is due to differences in 
the wall correction factors, perturbation correction factors and fluence correction factors  used by the 
two protocols. 
For Capintec ionization chambers, AAPM

QflP )( , and IAEA
QP )(  have the same values taken from ref.(11), 

values of IAEA
cowallP )( ,   are taken from ref.(9) and values of  AAPM

cowallP )( , are taken from ref (5). 
Substituting in equation (7) results in :  
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CONCLUSION. 
 

      The ratio 
AAPM

QwD )( , / IAEA
QwD )( ,  is  equal to unity for Holt, Exradin, Attix and Roos ionization 

chambers .For NACP this ratio is equal to 1.006 as a result of using different values for 
IAEA

cowallP )( , and AAPM
cowallP )( ,  by the two protocols.  For Markus ionization chambers the ratio is 

1.018 at 50R  = 2 cm and decrease with increased  50R  to reach 1.012 for 50R = 20 cm this difference is 
a result of differences in the values of wall correction factors, perturbation correction factors and 
fluence correction factors  used by the two protocols. For Capintec ionization chambers the ratio 

AAPM
QwD )( , / IAEA

QwD )( , is constant and equal to 1.015 this is a result of using different values for 
AAPM

cowallP )( , and IAEA
cowallP )( ,  used by the two protocols.  
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